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Background: Humor
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Humor is a sign of intelligence.



Background: New Yorker Cartoon Caption Contest 

https://www.newyorker.com/cartoons/contest 5



Challenge: Implicit Intelligence
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Can you please 
pass the cow?

Indirect and playful 
allusions to human 

experience and culture.

e size of the mugs must first 
be recognized as unusual, and 
then, the caption invokes an 
association between a large 
mug and a large amount of 
cream/milk — perhaps a 

whole cow’s worth.



Overview (three tasks)
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Do Androids Laugh at Electric Sheep? 
Humor “Understanding” Benchmarks from 

The New Yorker Caption Contest



Task 1: Matching

• Can a model recognize when a caption is appropriate for a given cartoon?
• Five choices are given, only one of which truly corresponds.
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1. O.K. I’m at the window. To the 
right? Your right or my right? 

2. I’d kill for some cream cheese.
3. Bob just came directly from work.
4. Can you please pass the cow?
5. They only allow one carry-on.

Negative choices are 
randomly selected finalists 
from other contests



Task 2: Quality Ranking

• Can a model identify highly rated captions? 
• For each finalist, we sample for comparison a caption that was not selected as a finalist, and ask 

models to identify which one (the real one or the distractor) was rated as higher quality.
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Can you please pass the cow?

Welcome to Insomniacs Anonymous.

Preprocessing
One round of text-only filtering 
to discard submissions that are 
easily identifiable as low quality
perform semantic deduplication



Task 3: Explanation

• Can a model generate as good an explanation as a human for why a caption-andimage combination is 
funny?

• Free-form explanations of why captions are funny/appropriate for their corresponding image were 
written by an author of this paper.

• e rough annotation guidance was: “In a few sentences, explain the joke as if to a friend who 
doesn’t ‘get it’ yet.”

• Aer filtering out cases where the author did not understand the joke, a corpus of 651 human-
created joke explanations to serve as comparison points was formed (mean/median 60/59 words, 
39.3K total)
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Three Tasks
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Datasets

• 14 years of weekly New Yorker caption contests. Each contest consists of: 
1. a captionless cartoon; 
2. that week’s entries; 
3. the three finalists, selected by New Yorker editors
4. for some contests, quality estimates for each submission collected via crowdsourcing.
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Jain et al. (2020) starting from #508
• Roughly 250 contests (mean/median 6.1K/5.7K 

unique captions per contest; 1.5M total), 
• Readers rate captions as “funny”, “somewhat funny”, 

or “unfunny”; we use the per-caption mean. ere are 
over 114M ratings total (mean/median of 445K/471K 
per contest). 

• Sample three additional top captions that aren’t 
editorial picks to serve as additional “finalists.”

Shahaf et al. (2015); Radev et al. (2016) 
and derived from contests #1-#507

• Includes 2M unique captions (mean/median 
5.2K/5.0K per contest)

• No crowd ratings.
• Remove by hand 55 contests whose images’ 

resolutions are too low.
• Identify 80 low resolution (but usable) cases, 

taking special care when annotating this set.



Evaluation
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Matching Quality ranking Explanation

Accuracy

NYAcc
The average accuracy over 
instances where the finalist was 
an official New Yorker finalist

CrowdAcc
“finalist” caption was selected 
by the crowd as high quality.

Pairwise human 
evaluations

Automatic metrics



Settings
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① From Pixels (FP) ② From Description (FD)
Only contest information 
available is the image itself

factor out visual processing by 
providing the model with 

human written annotations

An	of&ice
Many	people	are	having	a	

meeting



Description

A phrase describing the 
setting of the scene, e.g., “an 
office” or “the park” 
(2 per cartoon)

A literal 1-3 sentence 
description of the scene (3 
per cartoon)

A 1-3 sentence description 
or explanation of what 
makes the scene unusual (3 
per cartoon)

2-3 English Wikipedia links 
that an annotator identified as 
relevant, to serve as a proxy 
for world knowledge (2 per 
cartoon) 15



From Pixels (FP) Models

• CLIP
• Fine-tune CLIP ViT-L/14@366px
• Pretrained to align images/captions in the WebImageText corpus
• For multiple choice, we use InfoNCE (Oord et al., 2018) to encourage the cosine similarity of 

the cartoon/correct answer to be higher than the incorrect ones.
• For zero-shot classification, we use the prompt a new yorker cartoon with winning caption
• CLIP isn’t generative, so we can’t use it for explanation.
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• OFA	→	LM
• OFA	Huge	(930M	parameters)	(Wang	et	al.,	2022),	a	

seq2seq model	that	supports	image/text	inputs/outputs
• Finetune	on	the	New	Yorker	corpus	by	training	it	to	map	

from	(cartoon,	prompt)	→	descriptions for	the	four	
types	of	annotations

• We	pass	the	OFA-predicted	outputs	to	a	language	model



From Description (FD) Models

• We formulate multiple-choice tasks as text-to-text by concatenating the human-authored cartoon 
descriptions with the choices as input: the target is simply the letter corresponding to the answer, 
e.g., E. 

• For explanation, we autoregressively generate the explanations conditioned on the 
descriptions/captions.

• T5
• We fine-tune T5-Large and T5-11B

• GPT-3, GPT-3.5, GPT-4
• As both zero-shot and few-shot models
• Provide the models with a description of the task
• For the few-shot case, 5 random labelled in-context examples.
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Results: Matching and quality ranking results
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Results: Human Evaluation of Explanation
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Q1: Do models utilize the image context of the 
caption to generate better explanations?

Answer:	Yes.	
Compared	to	the	same	model	trained	with	no	
access	to	image	information,	the	model	with	image	
information	wins	in	84.7%	of	cases.



Results: Human Evaluation of Explanation
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Q2: Is computer vision a bottleneck for top quality 
explanation generation?

Answer:	Yes.	
Compared	to	the	same	model	trained	with	access	
to	human	written	descriptions	available	at	test	
time	(i.e.,	the	from	description	setting),	the	model	
trained	with	access	only	to	OFA-predictions	loses	
in	74.6%	of	cases.



Results: Human Evaluation of Explanation
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Q3: Do bigger T5 models generate better 
explanations?

Answer:	Yes.
T5-11B	with	access	to	the	same	information	at	test	
time	as	T5-Large	(770M)	is	preferred	in	68.5%	of	
cases.



Results: Human Evaluation of Explanation
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Q4: Does fine-tuning an LLM model help vs. in-
context learning for explanation generation?

Answer:	Not	really.	
• We	find	that	in-context	explanation	generations	
are	comparable	to	fine-tuned	ones	according	to	
pairwise	human	evaluations,	even	though	the	
perplexity	of	the	in-context	model,	reported	in	
Appendix	E,	is	much	higher	(107	vs.	21.8).

• We	expect	that	the	fine-tuned	model	more	
closely	mirrors	the	style	of	the	corpus,	but	that	
the	in-context	explanations	also	contain	similar	
content,	e.g.,	relevant	entities.



Results: Human Evaluation of Explanation
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Q5: Do supervised explanations help, even with 
GPT-4?

Answer:	Yes.	
The	zero-shot	version	of	GPT-4	is	missing	access	
not	only	to	the	supervision	of	paired	(caption,	
explanation)	data,	but	also,	explanations	in	the	
detailed	style	of	our	released	corpus.	Perhaps	as	a	
result,	5-shot	GPT-4	(which	also	achieves	
significantly	higher	BLEU-4/Rouge-L)	is	preferred	
in	64%	of	cases.



Results: Human Evaluation of Explanation
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Q6: Does GPT-4 outperform GPT-3?

Answer:	Yes.	



Results: Human Evaluation of Explanation
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Q7: Does our best model, GPT-4, explain jokes as 
well as humans?

Answer:	No.	
The	machine-generated	explanations	usually	
incorrectly	interpret	the	image



Results: Human Evaluation of Explanation
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Results: Error Analysis for Matching

• Answer: Yes.
• Forming a contest-by-correctness (704-by-2) contingency table, aggregating over the 3-6 matching 

instances for each contest, and find that errors are clustered according to contest.

• However, when we attempt to identify consistent factors that predict contest difficulty using various 
visual/linguistic predictors, we find hard vs. easy difficult to predict a priori; our best classifiers 
perform only slightly above random. We will distribute the hard vs. easy contest lists as a resource 
for future work.
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Q8: Are some contests more difficult than others?

Correct

Wrong

Contest	3Contest	2Contest	1 Contest	4 Contest	5

(p	<	.05	for	both	CLIP	and	GPT-3)	è there	is	a	difference.



Conclusion

• Our matching/quality ranking models could help entrants receive quantitative 
feedback on the relevance/predicted quality of their submissions
• The annotated corpus+explanations we introduce could be repurposed for 

generation.
• Finally, a promising avenue for future work focused on generating humorous 

captions (c.f. our focus of humor “understanding” benchmarks) would be to 
operationalize the feedback provided by our matching/ranking models in an 
reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF) loop
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Thanks!
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